


Tell the Truth

Director’s Note

Dramaturg’s Note

aaron Black
7 Towers’ production of Lanford Wilson’s Burn This has been about 12 years in the mak-
ing. I first read this script in an undergraduate acting class in 1998 or 1999. I fell in love 
with the script and became determined to act in it. I have never given up on that dream, 
despite several obstacles and near misses along the way. Fortunately the formation of this 
company, the encouragement and support of friends, acquaintances and family, and small 
acts of blind faith have made it possible.

At its heart, I believe Burn This is a love story. Like Shanley’s Danny and the Deep Blue Sea 
it tells the story of people who are not perfect. They have problems, some of which don’t 
seem fixable. For many viewers, it asks for a kind of empathy that may not be easy to give. 
It challenges audiences, because it does not present a good guy who is all good, a bad 
guy who is all bad or a heroin who is necessarily always likable. Many pieces of evidence 
lead me to believe that Wilson wrote these characters based upon real people that he actu-
ally knew, who may or may not have been able to conquer their personal demons. At times 
Wilson also wrote himself, his own words into each of these characters. Burn This is not for 
everyone and we may get some interesting reactions from audience members, especially 
since there really is no exit row, apart from the stage itself. Part of the 7 Towers mission is 
to produce plays that ask difficult questions. We would like to thank the Austin theatre com-
munity for affording us a place to take risks.

chriSTina GuTierrez
As much as it is an unconventional love story, Burn This is also a play about absence. 
Robbie’s death creates a void that each of the play’s characters struggle to fill—with work, 
denial, addiction, anger, and, ultimately, with love. Although they never appear on stage, 
Robbie and Dominic’s presence in Anna’s longing, Pale’s rage, and Larry’s loneliness are 
central to the play’s thematic and historical contexts. Written in 1986, Burn This was pro-
duced alongside a number of powerful plays that came to be categorized in theatre history 
as “AIDS plays.” These pieces, including Larry Kramer’s The Normal Heart (1985), William 
Hoffman’s As Is, (1985) Harvey Fierstein’s Safe Sex (1986), Paula Vogel’s Baltimore Waltz, 
and, of course, Tony Kushner’s Angels in America (1993), chronicle the theatre’s reaction to 
the early years of the AIDS epidemic. They stage the panic, fear, and grief of both victims 
and survivors, and find moments of beauty and transcendence amidst tragedy.

While there is no indication that any of the characters in Burn This have HIV or AIDS, the 
play does stage the loss of young gay men. Issues of identity and secrecy, central to the 
AIDS plays, arise in Anna’s description of Robbie’s funeral. Seemingly insignificant details, 
like Robbie’s television appearances and interviews in The Advocate, a leading national 
gay and lesbian magazine, speak to the backdrop of cultural and political activism which 
accompanied the AIDS epidemic in the late eighties and early nineties. Pale’s anger at 
the visibility of Robbie’s sexuality and his disagreements with Anna about who really knew 
Robbie “deeply,” reflect the same anxieties present in the AIDS plays. Like many gay male 
characters of his time, Robbie’s death makes him alternately the subject of blame and ven-
eration. Absence thus grounds the play in its original artistic context, and simultaneously 
facilitates a story about love and loss that speaks across generations.



Cast

Tom Green

Tom Green appeared most recently as Dr. Halb in a chick & a dude’s production of Para-
dise Key at Hyde Park Theatre (B. Iden Payne nomination for Best Actor in a Drama). Other 
recent credit’s include roles with Zachary Scott Theatre in The Grapes of Wrath, The Clean 
House, Take Me Out, The Exonerated, and Keepin’ It Weird. Green has also appeared 
in Austin Shakespeare’s The Tempest, Mary Stuart, Romeo and Juliet, and Julius Caesar. 
Green also appeared in TV’s Friday Night Lights.

Suzanne BallinG

Suzanne Balling moved to Austin in 2007. Stage credits here include The Guys, The Imagi-
nary Invalid, LEAR, Humble Boy, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Dead White Males (B. Iden 
Payne and Austin Theater Examiner nominations, Austin Live Theatre APPLAUSE), Sleeping 
Beauty (B. Iden Payne ensemble nomination), Hotel Morocco, The Long Now, Miss Wither-
spoon (B. Iden Payne award), and Twelfth Night. She has also performed in New York, Bos-
ton, Houston, and her home town of Galveston. She is currently working on The Bystander 
Theory, a feature-length film.

as anna

aaron Black

Aaron Black is from Norman, Oklahoma. He holds a Bachelors of Fine Arts in Acting from 
OU and a Masters of Fine Arts from the New School/Actors Studio in New York. He has 
worked for the Vestige Group, Austin Shakespeare and City Theatre in Austin and has also 
worked as an actor in New York, Los Angeles, Atlanta, New Jersey and Oklahoma. He and 
Dramaturg Christina Gutierrez are Co-Artistic Directors of 7 Towers Theatre.  Aaron would 
like to thank everyone who has supported 7 Towers, his family, and the teachers who have 
inspired him.  You may see Aaron in future theatre productions in Austin and in the upcom-
ing Austin-produced feature film Eviction (previously titled Hollow Oaks).  Look for it at next 
year’s SXSW.  

as Pale , director and co-artisitc director

ScoT Friedman

Scot Friedman is a stage and film actor, and has voice-over credits in animation, film, com-
mercial, and theatrical productions. Past performances include Rumors, The Imaginary In-
valid, Of Mice and Men, How the Other Half Loves, and Laughter on the 23rd Floor (City 
Theatre), The Guys (Flash Productions), The Night of the Iguana (Different Stages), Two 
Rooms (Rapscallions of the Periphery, 2010 Austin Theatre Examiner nomination for best 
lead actor in a drama), The Taming of the Shrew (Hidden Room, 2010 B. Iden Payne winner 
for outstanding production of a comedy), and Hotel Morocco (Echo Players). This is his first 
7 Towers production.

as larry

as Burton

You can’t imagine a feeling



everyone hasn’t had. 

Crew
chriSTina GuTierrez
co-artistic director, dramaturg, co-
Producer, light and sound designer

amanda lomBardi
costume design

anna Berken
set design, graPhic artist

rae wyman
stage manager

Christina Gutierrez is a Ph.D. candidate 
in Performance as Public Practice at the 
University of Texas at Austin, working on a 
dissertation about medievalism in perfor-
mance. She has worked as a dramaturg 
and text coach both academically and pro-
fessionally, most recently for Present Com-
pany’s The Winter’s Tale. She is the former 
resident dramaturg at Austin Shakespeare 
and the Young Shakespeare summer pro-
gram. She has also worked with RAS Pro-
ductions, The Colorado Shakespeare Fes-
tival, the Rude Mechs, Salvage Vanguard 
Theatre, the University of Texas at Austin, 
UT’s Cohen New Works Festival, the UT 
New Theatre program, The University of 
Colorado at Boulder, and Whittier College.

Amanda Lombardi is a recent graduate 
from  Kent State University in  Ohio, with 
a degree in Fashion Design.  She moved 
to Austin in September, with plans to start 
her own fabric company. For Burn This, 
while staying true to New York City  in the 
1980’s, Amanda strived to highlight the 
quiet complexity of the characters, and 
help visually make these moments real. 
A million thanks to the cast and crew for 
making Austin feel like home!

Anna Berken is a professional web design-
er, illustrator and journalistic artist. She has 
a degree in Visual Communcations from the 
University of Minnesota. Last year, she art 
directed the feature-length film Eviction by 
RAS Productions, creating sets and props 
for the independent film, as well as the mar-
keting materials and website. Burn This is 
her first project in theatre. She is grateful for 
the creative challenge, and the confidence 
and dedication of Aaron and Christina.

Rae Wyman is a recent graduate from 
Texas State University with a BFA in Perfor-
mance and Production. Some of her past 
stage management credits at Texas State 
and in Austin include A Little Princess, 
The Producers, All Shook Up, Bat Boy: 
The Musical, Macbeth, Noises Off, The 
House of Blue Leaves among several oth-
ers. Rae was also awarded First Alternate 
in Stage Management for KCACTF Region 
VI in the Spring of 2011 and the Meritori-
ous Achievement in Stage Management 
for KCACTF Region VI in the Spring of 
2010. She would like to thank Aaron and 
Christina for an amazing ride and wishes 
everyone a good show!

ameer moBarak
Production assistant

Ameer Mobarak is a graduate from the 
University of Texas in Mathematics. During 
his time at UT, he became involved in the 
Madrigal Dinner where he served as actor, 
director, and producer. Recently he has 
acted in Present Company’s productions 
of Much Ado About Nothing and The Win-
ter’s Tale. Ameer is excited to be working 
with 7 Towers.

paul Schimelman
fight choreograPher

Paul is a “damned Yankee” hailing from 
NYC originally, but has lived long enough 
in Texas to grudgingly call it home now. 
He teaches stage combat to both UT-
Austin and Texas State University theater  
students, and is also the senior coach and 
fencing instructor for UT-Austin’s fencing 
program. He enjoys helping students grow 
using conflict and chaos as tools of passion.



About 7 Towers
who we are

www.FaceBook.com/7TowerS

SevenTowerSTheaTre@Gmail.com

Aaron Black and Christina Gutierrez began 7 Towers in 2010 as a collaboration between an 
actor and a dramaturg, both interested in the basic relationship between story, performer, 
and audience. Placing a particular emphasis on organic rehearsal processes and hon-
est storytelling, we value fundamental methods of communication over flashy spectacle. 
We are committed to the use of research in the creative process, striving for the closest 
possible representation of life, emotion, and events. In this way, we utilize the spectrum of 
academic and practical approaches to performance, continually connecting text to human 
experience. In the rehearsal room, we value improvisation and intellect, allowing actors’ 
intuitive understanding of self and story to shape both process and product. We thrive on 
experimentation.

We are motivated by what Martha Graham describes as a “queer, divine dissatisfaction, a 
blessed unrest that keeps us marching and makes us more alive.” Our fundamental vision 
is of a theatrical process that searches for precise and deep truth, deeper than what the 
average person, or even the average artist will accept as sufficient.

our miSSion
7 Towers is dedicated to making theatre that challenges the status quo, both in content and 
in production style. We seek to produce both new and classic plays that ask exhaustive and 
probing questions about the society we live in and the function of art within it. We are not 
interested in asking questions we already know the answers to. Our dedication to process 
simultaneously grants actors a greater degree of creative freedom in the rehearsal room 
and makes them more responsible for the product in production.

We believe that exploring contemporary experience through direct, honest, and often irrev-
erent storytelling can open live theatre to new and diverse audiences. Whenever possible, 
we produce in venues that allow us to explore the connection between space and story, 
often creating opportunities for interaction with new communities.

7 Towers is a sponsored project of Austin Creative Alliance, a non-profit 
arts service organization.

Make it Personal



then write ‘burn

Donors
Thank you to the donors that have made this production and this company possible:
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auSTin live TheaTre

GranT Black and Family

GarreTT Black

mike Black

peGGy Black and larry Jordan

SuSan BaTTerShell

david BoSS

eSTella and darryl craFT

lizzy craze

SuSan and charleS craze

Terry ciTarella

lynn craFT

STephen cruz

chriSTin daviS

JenniFer daviS

TraviS emery

rola Fakhoury

The e. Friedman Family

SuSie GidSeG

harvey and kaThleen Guion

Joe and deBBie GuTierrez

diana Gordon

liSa and roSS haGen

hidden room TheaTre

mandy huGheS

naTaShia lindSey

Johnny meyer

deBra morGan

BernadeTTe naSon

eleanor owicki

nancy and randal peTerSon

ian ScoTT Schroeder

charleS TuBBS and Family



this’ on it.

7 TowerS would like To Give Special ThankS To The FollowinG people and orGanizaTionS:

The auSTin creaTive alliance

BalleT auSTin

The circuS TenT rehearSal Space

The douGhTery cenTer For The perForminG arTS

maTT laTham

ScoT Friedman

Tom Green

paul Schilmalman

Shannon richey

amanda lomBardi

anna Berken

rae wyman

ray SchulTz

chriS ranGel
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